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PALE/IPA

* * * limited edition brew * * *

BEER YETI | Into The Wilderness | 5% | 330ml can | £4.50 IN or OUT
An easy going single hop IPA brewed by Tim & Lisa of Birmingham’s Beer Yeti, with artwork produced

by Kings Heath’s Sush Kelly. A beer to enjoy whether you're out on a walk up a mountain, or relaxing

in your own home wilderness [Vegan] [Gluten Free]

* * * limited edition brew * * *

KINVER| Noble | 4.5% | 500ml bottle| £4.50 IN / £3.00 OUT

Traditional golden ale brewed with Citra hops [Vegan]

GREEN DUCK| Blonde | 4.2% | 500ml bottle| £4.50 IN / £3.00 OUT
Combining New World hops and a light malt base to create a gulpable and wonderfully refreshing

blonde ale with a long sweet finish [Vegan]

BUXTON | Right to Roam | 3.8% | 440ml can | £4.80 IN / £3.30 OUT
A Bitter to commemorate the formation of the National Parks and later, the Countryside Rights Of

Way Act. Opening the land up to the people, with the Right To Roam, enabling forever, people to

enjoy and cherish the wildest areas of Britain [Vegan]

THE KERNEL | Table Beer | 2.8% | 500ml bottle| £4.90 IN / £3.40 OUT
A legendary beer, held in extremely high regard by beer lovers and brewers. A beer brewed for flavour

and drinkability. Light, refreshing and low on alcohol, using an ever-changing lineup of hops leading to

a contrasting yet equally enjoyable experience with every batch. This one brewed with Citra [Vegan]

PILOT | Subsequent IPA | 5.4% | 330ml can | £4.90 IN / £3.40 OUT

Extra pale and dry hopped at three stages with Bru-1 and Talus hops [Vegan]



PILOT | An IPA | 6% | 330ml can | £5.00 IN / £3.50 OUT

A juicy Starburst of a beer from Scotland [Vegan]

PÕHJALA | Helge | 5% | 330ml can | £5.10 IN / £3.60 OUT
An Estonian gluten free hazy pale. Full of fresh tropical flavors, an intense aroma of stone fruits and

pineapple, accompanied by a soft, oaty malt pillow mouthfeel [Gluten Free]

ABBEYDALE | Heathen | 4.1% | 440ml can | £5.20 IN / £3.70 OUT
Heavily hopped American pale ale, with Mosaic and more Mosaic! Lots of citrus grapefruit flavours

and a delicious bitter finish [Gluten Free]

FIXED WHEEL| Poggio Ice Cream Pale | 5% | 440ml can | £5.20 IN / £3.70 OUT
Brewed with wheat, dextrin, lactose and infused with Madagascan vanilla pods. This creamy pale ale

with have you dreaming of the Rivera Sun [Lactose]

GREEN DUCK | Gold Coast | 4.8% | 440ml can | £5.40 IN / £3.90 OUT
Double dry hopped pale, with bright tropical and citrus notes and a hint of coconut thanks to the

Sabro hops [Vegan]

ABBEYDALE | Voyager IPA | 5.6% | 440ml can | £5.60 IN / £4.10 OUT
Big American style IPA, oozing juicy citrus and tropical fruit flavours with a vibrant finish. West Coast

bitterness meets East Coast fruitiness [Vegan] [Gluten Free]

BURNT MILL | Pintle Pale | 4.3% | 440ml can | £5.60 IN / £4.10 OUT
Pale ale brewed with wheat, oats and flaked barley in the grist to smooth out the body. Whirlpooled

and dry hopped with Australian Cascade and Citra [Vegan]

NEW BRISTOL | The Boogie Below | 5% | 440ml can | £5.60 IN / £4.10 OUT
Milkshake IPA packed with mango, pineapple, coconut and citrus flavours from Idaho 7, Citra, & Sabro

hops. Smooth and creamy with rounded bitterness - all making for one wildly tropical IPA [Lactose]

NEW BRISTOL | Fire Strata | 5% | 440ml can | £5.70 IN / £4.20 OUT
Layered with citrus & tropical aromas paired with subtle herbal dankness. Super mellow & soft,

packed with Strata & Citra hop goodness [Vegan]

BUXTON | Lupulus x Admiral | 5.4% | 440ml can | £6.00 IN / £4.50 OUT
"Lupulus x" is an experimental single hop program. Every beer has the same recipe, only the hop

changes to deliver a distinctive flavour burst. This beer is a celebration of the Admiral hop

SIREN | The Wedge | 6% | 440ml can | £6.10 IN / £4.60 OUT
A beautifully light, crisp IPA with waves of welcome hoppy bitterness. Clean base notes provide the

perfect base for a tropical hop contingent to work some magic. El Dorado, Cascade and Mosaic

provide punchy pineapple, guava and peach flavours, with a moreish resinous finish [Vegan]



FULL CIRCLE | Looper | 6.4% | 440ml can | £6.30 IN / £4.80 OUT
Soft and juicy with zesty sweet lemon and lime. Hugely drinkable, hopped up to the eyes, bitterness

takes a back seat to gentle grapefruit [Vegan]

ARBOR | Rocketman | 6% | 568ml can | £6.50 IN / £5.00 OUT

Full flavoured and seriously drinkable IPA brewed with Mosaic and Citra hops [Vegan]

POLLYS| Largo | 6.2% | 440ml can | £7.10 IN / £5.60 OUT
A medley of new school hype-hops Talus, Galaxy, Mosaic and a lashing of Citra; expect to find

gooseberries, pulpy tangerine, mango and papaya, backed up with an absolutely massive silky

mouthfeel [Vegan]

VERDANT | Neal Gets Things Done | 6.5% | 440ml can | £8.20 IN / £6.70 OUT
Neal’s back getting things done. Sit back, relax and enjoy this flavour-packed ride of Simcoe, Citra,

Mosaic & Nelson Sauvin – a magic trip awaits! [Vegan]

WHEAT
LEFEBVRE | Blanche de Bruxelles | 4.5% | 330ml bottle | £4.50 IN / £3.00 OUT

Belgian wit beer with notes of lemon barley, orange and coriander, and a luxurious full body [Vegan]

SCHNEIDER WEISSE | Original Tap 7 | 5.4% | 500ml bottle | £5.40 IN / £3.90 OUT
Brewed according to the original recipe by Georg I Schneider, since 1872. Deep amber colours,

harmoniously balanced and powerful. This is how Bavaria tastes [Vegan]

AUGUSTINER | Weissbier | 5.4% | 500ml bottle | £5.50 IN / £4.00 OUT

A quaffable amber coloured wheat beer, with a delicate spicy taste [Vegan]

PILS/LAGER
JEVER | Pils | 4.9% | 500ml bottle | £5.50 IN / £4.00 OUT
A delicious hoppy lager from northern Germany, with a distinctive herby aroma, balanced with rich

hop bitterness and lots of grain character [Vegan]



DARK
TINY REBEL | Stay Puft | 5.2% | 330ml can | £4.50 IN / £3.00 OUT
Marshmallow porter with the classic roasty qualities of a proper dark ale, but the smooth sweetness

of marshmallow, combining for a delightful S’mores-like ale [Lactose]

TWISTED BARREL | God’s Twisted Sister | 4.5% | 440ml can | £4.80 IN / £3.30 OUT

A smooth, roasted stout with coffee and liquorice notes [Vegan]

FIXED WHEEL| Milk Race Stout | 4.5% | 440ml can | £5.20 IN / £3.70 OUT
Brewed with dark speciality malts with the addition of milk sugar to achieve a full bodied creamy and

delicious milk stout. Flavours of milky chocolate followed by lingering roast coffee notes [Lactose]

SCHLENKERLA | Rauchbier Marzen | 5.1% | 500ml bottle | £5.40 IN / £3.90 OUT

A smoky dark lager from Bamberg made with beechwood smoked malt. Like liquid bacon! [Vegan]

SIREN | Midnight Stack | 4.2% | 440ml can | £5.80 IN / £4.30 OUT
Creamy nitro milk stout recreating a syrup-drizzled pancake stack, the best ever breakfast. Flavours

build with an extravagant trio of maple syrup, maple wood and maple bourbon chips. The crescendo

is complete with a moreish thick body, subtle chocolate notes and a dusting of spices [Lactose]

TWISTED BARREL | Silver Dawn | 5% | 440ml can | £6.30 IN / £4.80 OUT

A celebration of chocolate flavours in a decadent & rich Madagascan sweet chocolate stout [Vegan]

ELLEZELOISE | Hercule | 9% | 330ml bottle | £6.60 IN / £5.10 OUT
A Belgian stout made in small batches, then lagered for ten days in German oak casks. Considered by

many to be a classic. Very malty, but dry, with a hint of sweetness in the finish [Vegan]

NEW BRISTOL | Salted Chocolate Bigger Cinder Toffee Stout | 10% | 440ml can | £7.50

IN / £6.00 OUT [Lactose]
An Imperial version of New Bristol’s award winning Cinder Toffee Stout. Described as liquidised

crunchy bars in a stout with added Cornish Sea Salt and melted chocolate for that extra Friday Feeling



SOUR / LAMBIC / FRUITY
VERHAEGHE | Duchesse de Bourgogne | 6.2% | 330ml bottle | £4.50 IN / £3.00 OUT
A truly unique Flemish red. Aged in oak barrels for many years to take on that oak character and turn

slowly sour. It has a wonderful oak and cherry aroma, with a hint of balsamic vinegar [Vegan]

FIXED WHEEL | Pope of Dope | 4.7% | 440ml can | £5.00 IN / £3.50 OUT
Brewed with a classic base of Pilsner and Wheat, hibiscus flowers and fresh lemons a plenty,

eye-catching pink in colour with berry rich flavours and a smooth spicy lemon tartness for a

refreshingly clean light finish [Vegan]

WIPER & TRUE | Right of Way | 4.5% | 440ml can | £5.10 IN / £3.60 OUT
A contemporary twist on a Gose. Influenced by the traditional beers from Goslar, where naturally

salty brewing water brought salinity to the drink. Wiper & True have used sea salt flakes and

coriander seeds to create a refreshing wheat beer

PÕHJALA | Vikerkaar | 7.5% | 330ml bottle | £5.60 IN / £4.10 OUT
An Estonian Imperial Gose brewed with rhubarb, rosemary and Himalayan pink salt

BOON | Oude Geuze | 6.5% | 375ml bottle | £5.80 IN / £4.30 OUT

A blended lambic from one of Belgium's most loved family run breweries [Vegan]

TWISTED BARREL | Fork | 4.8% | 440ml can | £5.90 IN / £4.40 OUT
A refreshing blend of tart dark fruits on a light, oaty base supported by the characteristic citrus tang

of Kveik Voss [Vegan]

THE KERNEL | London Sour (Raspberry) |5.5% | 330ml bottle | £6.10 IN / £4.60 OUT

A kettle sour refermented with raspberry purée for a deliciously tart kick [Vegan]

WILD WEATHER | Damn Dead Blueberry | 4.2% | 440ml can | £6.60 IN / £5.10 OUT
Part of Wild Weather's Damn Dead fruited lactose sour series. A light bodied and refreshing Blueberry

sour that strikes a nice balance between tart and sweet [Lactose]

OUD BEERSEL | Oude Kriek Vielle | 6% | 375ml bottle | £8.40 IN / £6.90 OUT

A rich, fruity and sharp cherry lambic from Belgium [Vegan]

LITTLE EARTH PROJECT|Elderberry Sour 2020|5%|375ml bottle|£10.30 IN / £8.80 OUT
Sharp and bitter, elderberries are almost too much to eat raw & unsweetened but in this sour beer,

with a level of malt sweetness & low level of hopping, they bring an extra dimension. A lovely balance

of sweet & tart [Vegan]



CIDER
DUNKERTONS | Organic Craft Cider | 5% | 330ml can | £4.50 IN / £3.00 OUT
Refreshingly easy drinking but with the classic Dunkertons deep apple flavour and perfect balance of

acidity and tannins to deliver a moreish and well rounded finish [Vegan] [Gluten Free]

THISTLY CROSS | Whisky Cask | 6.7% | 500ml bottle | £4.90 IN / £3.40 OUT
Matured in ex-Glen Moray whisky casks, this is a dry & subtle cider. Infused with mellow, vanilla oak

of the cask. A refreshing, complex drink to be savoured [Vegan] [Gluten Free]

DUNKERTONS | Premium Reserve | 6.8% | 500ml bottle | £5.40 IN / £3.90 OUT
Using Champagne yeast and Champagne levels of carbonation to further accentuate the rich apple

flavours and aromas, this premium handcrafted cider uses 14 carefully blended apple varieties

[Vegan] [Gluten Free]

ROSS CIDER | Raison d’Être | 8.4% | 750ml bottle | £12.80 IN / £11.30 OUT
The quintessential expression of Ross Cider Co; the purest definition of what cidermaking means on

their farm. This cider is bone dry, fermented in an oak cask and aged, patiently and quietly, before

bottle conditioning. 2018 was an exceptional year for cider making. The hot summer meant that

sugars, alcohol, and flavour intensity all skyrocketed. A very special vintage [Vegan] [Gluten Free]

GIFTS + SHARING
BOON | Geuze Gift Set | 7% | 2x 375ml bottles + glass | £21.50

Two bottles of this classic Geuze and a branded Boon glass [Vegan]

HUYGHE | Delirium Tremens in a Tube | 8.5% | 750ml bottle | £15.50 IN / £14.00 OUT

Classic strong Belgian ale, in a big bottle packaged in a metal tube [Vegan]

HUYGHE | Delirium Barrel Aged Black | 11.5% | 750ml bottle | £35.50 IN / £34.00 OUT
A delicious barrel-aged blend of the Delirium Nocturnum & Delirium Noel beer. Aged in Buffalo Trace

bourbon barrels for an added complexity [Vegan]


